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Our paper investigates lexical stress placement variation in Modern Stan-
dard Russian past tense verbal forms. This kind of variation has arisen due
to complex interactions of various processes in the development of Russian
and its present-day state is said (often rather impressionistically) to be con-
ditioned by intra-speaker sociolinguistic factors. However, cases of inter-
speaker variation can also be observed. We put forward a proposal that
stress placement in forms with variable stress is influenced by the rhythmic
pattern of immediate linear context. To support this, we report on a pilot
experiment that shows a preference towards alternating rhythm in a
sequence consisting of a past tense verbal form of a transitive verb and its
direct object, thus conforming to the fundamental principle of rhythmic
alternation. The results also raise some questions about the phonology of
stress and stress variation in Russian and beyond.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Lexical stress in Standard Russian

As Timberlake (2004: 28) put it in his reference grammar of the Russian language,
“Russian phonology revolves primarily around two concerns: stress in vowels
and palatalization in consonants.” Rather than palatalization, in this paper we
will be mostly concerned with stress, specifically variable stress placement in
Russian verbal forms. We will concentrate on Standard Russian represented by
the variety spoken in Moscow, unless otherwise stated. The paper is organised as
follows. In Section 1, we give an outline of the basic facts of Russian stress and
verbal morphology, which plays a crucial role in stress placement. In Section 2, we
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briefly introduce the development of Russian accentuation from Old Russian to
the present state and show how the variation we observe today has arisen. Then
in Section 3, we lay out what is known about this kind of variation from literature
and put forward a hypothesis that it might be at least partially context-dependent,
which we test in Section 4. Section 5 provides a discussion on the consequences
for the phonology of stress variation in Modern Standard Russian, and Section 6
contains some concluding remarks.

Standard Russian has a lexical stress system, where surface word-level stress
cannot be computed according to the phonological make-up of words only but
requires lexical specification (Avanesov 1964; Halle 1973; Zalizniak 1985; Melvold
1990; Brown et al. 1996; Alderete 1999; Lavitskaya and Kabak 2014, among oth-
ers). The main phonetic correlates of stress are increased duration and the
absence of vowel reduction, see Knyazev and Pozharitskaya (2011: 160), Iosad
(2012), and references therein. Within many word paradigms, stress is mobile,
i.e. it can fall on different syllables in different forms, e.g. vodá1 ‘water.nom.sg’ ~
vódu ‘water.acc.sg’, cenjú ‘(I) value’ ~ céniš’ ‘(you) value’. Whether stress is mobile
depends on many factors including lexical specification, the morphological class
of a given word, and its morphemic structure.

In a given word form, however, the stress is normally stable and fixed. Still,
there exists a certain amount of variation, which can be found throughout the lex-
icon (Avanesov 1988). Pairs like tvórog and tvoróg ‘cottage cheese’ or zvónit’ and
zvonít’ ‘to ring’ are generally assumed to belong to different lexical entries that
differ consistently in all parts of their paradigms (Shvedova (ed.) 1980: I, 95). If
a speaker makes use of the word tvoróg, then s/he is predicted to use the corre-
sponding forms with final stress everywhere in the paradigm, i.e. tvorogá, tvorogú,
tvorogóm, tvorogé, etc. Likewise, if s/he uses the nominative tvórog, all forms in
the paradigm are expected to demonstrate root stress, e.g. tvóroga, tvórogu, tvóro-
gom, tvóroge, etc. This kind of variation is usually attributed to regional, educa-
tional, social, and stylistic factors (Avanesov 1988; Kalenchuk et al. 2012). At the
same time, one can come across instances of intra-speaker variation, where a cer-
tain word form shows variable stress placement in the speech of a given speaker. A
case of this kind is presented by synthetic past tense forms of some Russian verbs.
In the next section, we give an outline of the morphology of these forms and the
observations on stress variation in them from the available literature.

1. All Russian examples are given in a traditional scholarly Romanization of the Cyrillic script,
cf. Timberlake (2004:25). The acute accent is used to mark the stressed syllable.
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1.2 Verbal past tense morphology

Russian verbs are divided into two aspectual classes, with a two-way tense
distinction between synthetic past and present in perfective verbs, and an
additional analytic future in imperfectives. Other formally distinct forms include
the imperative, the infinitive, and a number of participle series, see Timberlake
(2004: 93–98) for further details.

In the past tense, which would be of special interest to us,2 verbs are inflected
for number (sg / pl) and gender (m / f / n) in the singular, so that each verb can
have four forms: m.sg, f.sg, n.sg, and pl. Each form, then, consists of a verbal
stem (the root and a thematic vowel for some conjugation classes), the past-tense
suffix -l- (which is lost in m.sg after consonants other than dental stops, e.g. nës
‘(he) carried’ deriving from nës+l with no thematic vowel), and gender-number
suffixes (zero for m.sg), plus it may comprise some derivational affixes and the
detransitivising suffix -sja / -s’, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The structure of a verbal indicative past tense form
Stem Inflectional markers

Prefix(es) Root Suffix(es)
Thematic
vowel Past

Gender.
Number Detransitiviser

optional optional optional optional

l Ø (m.sg)
a (f.sg)
o (n.sg)
i (pl)

sja (after
consonants)
s’ (after vowels)

pro- -igr- -yva- -l- -i ‘(they) were
losing’

let- -e- -l ‘(he) flew’

so- -br- -a- -l- -o- -s’ ‘(it)
gathered’

2. In Modern Russian, irrealis mood also exists, and all its forms coincide with past indicative
forms to the exclusion of the particle by, which is added to irrealis forms (kupil ‘(he) bought’ ~
kupil by ‘(he) would buy’). Therefore, we treat these two sets of forms uniformly. Historically,
both past tense (Old Russian perfect) and irrealis mood were formed from the past tense
l-participle, see Galinskaya (2015: 364–365, 372).
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There are three principal strategies of assigning stress within the paradigm
of a word, traditionally denoted with small Latin letters a, b, and c (Halle 1973;
Zalizniak 1977: 80–81; Timberlake 2004: 100–101):3

a. Stress on the stem in all forms:4

igrá-l-Ø igrá-l-a igrá-l-o igrá-l-i
‘(he) played’ ‘(she) played’ ‘(it) played’ ‘(they) played’

b. Final stress in all forms:
uvë́-l-Ø uve-l-á uve-l-ó uve-l-í
‘(he) led away’ ‘(she) led away’ ‘(it) led away’ ‘(they) led away’

c. Mobile stress (initial in m.sg, n.sg, and pl; final in f.sg)
prínja-l-Ø prinja-l-á prínja-l-o prínja-l-i
‘(he) accepted’ ‘(she) accepted’ ‘(it) accepted’ ‘(they) accepted’

However, there exist examples of excessive stress variation in such forms
(Ostrogorskaja-Jakšić 1987), which is also reflected in the pronouncing dictionar-
ies of Russian. Consider the following entries (translation is ours):

(1) prodat’ ‘sell’ ⟨…⟩ past pródal and acceptable prodál, prodála, pródalo, pródali
and acceptable prodálo, prodáli ⟨…⟩ ! not recommended prodaló; incorrect

(Avanesov 1988:456)pródala, prodála
prinjat’ ‘accept’ ⟨…⟩ past prínjal, prinjalá, prínjalo, prínjali ⟨…⟩ ! not recom-
mended prinjaló; incorrect prínjala; incorrect prinjál, -a, -o, -i

(Avanesov 1988:446)
obnjat’ ‘hug’ ⟨…⟩ óbnjal and acceptable obnjál, obnjalá (! incorrect óbnjala
and obnjála), óbnjalo, obnjálo and acceptable new obnjaló, óbnjali and

(Kalenchuk et al. 2012:451)acceptable obnjáli

Russian pronouncing dictionaries are traditionally prescriptive and tend to stig-
matize many variants. Still, if a variant is listed, even though marked as incorrect
or not recommended, this indicates that it is actually used by some speakers. The
scale of variation becomes especially clear when we notice that the three dictio-
nary entries in (1) mention at least two of the three (or of the two in m.sg) logi-
cally possible options for each of the four past tense forms.

Such verbs are anything but negligible exceptions. Using the Grammatical
Dictionary of Russian (Zalizniak 1977), we extracted a list of verbs exhibiting stress
variation in the past tense (not necessarily of the same kind as the examples

3. To simplify the presentation, we refrain from discussing verbs with the suffix -sja, which
have slightly different patterns.

4. For a given word of type a, the position of stress remains stable across the whole paradigm,
but this position is different in different words, compare igrál etc. to vídel, vídela, vídelo, vídeli
‘saw’ with initial stress.
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above). This list comprises 472 lexemes, which is roughly 1.5% of the total number
of verbs in the dictionary. It must be noted, though, that many of these items are
quite frequent and occur regularly in speech.

2. The history of stress variation in past tense forms

The kind of stress variation mentioned above has resulted from a complex series
of historical developments, starting from the Old Russian system, which was
much more straightforward than that of Modern Russian.

Based on Zalizniak (1985, 2014), the fundamental rules of stress assignment in
Old Russian can be summarised as follows:

(2) I. Morphemes are mostly monosyllabic or non-syllabic.
II. Every morpheme inherently possesses a ↓ / → / – mark.5

III. Stress is attached to the leftmost arrow. If ↓, then the stress falls on the
morpheme carrying this mark; if →, then the stress falls on the next syl-
labic morpheme.

IV. If rule III assigns stress to a weak ŭ (ъ) vowel, which was subsequently
lost, stress shifts one syllable to the left.6

V. If there are no arrows, the stress is assigned to the initial syllable.7

Stress marks of prefixes, roots, and suffixes are unpredictable and determined
lexically. The marks of the morphemes employed to form the past tense are as
follows:

(3) pst -l-: –    m.sg -Ø: –    f.sg -a: ↓    n.sg -o: –    pl -i: –

Different past tense forms within a paradigm can have different locations of stress
depending on the marks in the stem. We illustrate this using three roots, namely,

5. Presumably, any phonetic reality behind these marks was already lost in Proto-Slavic. It is
likely that the difference between arrows and minuses reflects an earlier opposition of high vs.
low tone (Dybo 2009), whereas the difference between ↓ and → is due to the rightward stress
shift from short Proto-Slavic vowels known as Dybo’s law (Dybo 1962; Colinge 1985: 31–33).

6. Short ŭ (ъ) and ĭ (ь) are traditionally called “yers”. There were two types of yers in Proto-
Slavic, namely strong and weak ones, depending on their position within the phonological word
(see Shevelov 1964; Scheer 2011, among others). Weak years were subsequently lost in individual
Slavic languages. All instances of ŭ occurring in this paper are word-final and hence weak.

7. This so-called “automatic” stress was supposedly phonetically different from the
“autonomous” stress assigned by steps III and IV of the algorithm (Zalizniak 1985). However,
this distinction was lost in the subsequent history of Russian and need not bother us here.
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-my- ‘wash’ (4)–(6), -mog- ‘be able’ (7)–(8), and -da- ‘give’ (9)–(11), in combina-
tion with different prefixes or without them:

(4) myti ‘wash’ (Modern Russian myt’)
mý-l-ŭ mý-l-a mý-l-o mý-l-i
 ↓ − −  ↓ − ↓  ↓ −−  ↓ −−

(5) po-myti ‘pfv-wash’ (Modern Russian pomyt’)
po-mý-l-ŭ po-mý-l-a po-mý-l-o po-mý-l-i
 −  ↓ − −  −  ↓ − ↓  −  ↓ − −  −  ↓ − −

(6) vy-myti ‘wash completely’ (Modern Russian vymyt’)
vý-my-l-ŭ vý-my-l-a vý-my-l-o vý-my-l-i
 ↓  ↓ −−  ↓  ↓ −↓  ↓  ↓ −−  ↓  ↓ −−

(7) moči ‘be able’ (Modern Russian moč’)
móg-(l)-ŭ mog-l-á mog-l-ó mog-l-í
  →  − −   → −↓   → −−   → −−

(8) po-moči ‘help’ (Modern Russian pomoč’)
po-móg-(l)-ŭ po-mog-l-á po-mog-l-ó po-mog-l-í
 −   →  − −  −   → −↓  −   → −−  −   → −−

(9) dati ‘give’ (Modern Russian dat’)
dá-l-ŭ da-l-á dá-l-o dá-l-i
 −−−  −−↓  −−−  −−−

(10) pro-dati ‘sell’ (Modern Russian prodat’)
pró-da-l-ŭ pro-da-l-á pró-da-l-o pró-da-l-i
  −  − −−   −  − −↓   −  − −−   −  − −−

(11) vy-dati ‘give away’ (Modern Russian vydat’)
vý-da-l-ŭ vý-da-l-a vý-da-l-o vý-da-l-i
 ↓ − −−  ↓ − −↓  ↓ − −−  ↓ − −−

For example, in (5) po-my-l-o, there is only one downward arrow on my, which
means that this morpheme is the one that carries the surface stress: po-mý-l-o. In
(8) po-mog-l-o, there is only one rightward arrow on mog ; thus, the stress should
fall on the next syllabic morpheme, yielding po-mog-l-ó. Similarly, in po-mog-(l)-ŭ
the stress should fall on the final vowel, but it is a weak yer, and for this reason
the stress shifts leftwards: po-móg-(l)-ŭ. In (6) vy-my-l-a, there are three arrows,
but only the leftmost one matters, the downward arrow on vy-, which produces
the initial stress vý-my-l-a. In (10) pro-da-l-i, there are no arrows, and the stress is
automatically assigned to the first syllable: pró-da-l-i.

The connection between these examples and the stress patterns in Modern
Russian is fairly clear. Those types where the arrows point to the stem, (4)–(6)
and (11), yield type a (stress on the stem in all forms). The types where the stem
contains only a rightward arrow (→) on the last or the only morpheme, (7)–(8),
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yield type b (final stress in all forms). Finally, the types where the stem contains
no arrows at all, (9)–(10), yield mobile stress.

It must be highlighted that the stress in verbs with “−” roots can be strik-
ingly different in the forms of the same word and in closely related words. For
instance, the root -da- ‘give’ in the examples above is stressed in dálŭ ‘he gave’,
posttonic in výdal ‘he gave away’ or pródali ‘they sold’, and pretonic in dalá ‘she
gave’ or prodalá ‘she sold’. This fact made the verbs with mobile accent a likely
target for restructuring.

These patterns were very stable in Old Russian, but different types of changes
have occurred in the subsequent history of the language, both phonological and
morphological. Zalizniak (1981; 1985) provides many important observations on
this topic. The most crucial of these changes are as follows, in arbitrary order:

(12) i. stress definalization (retraction), whereby stress shifts from the open final
syllable to the penultimate one, e.g. konjá > kónja ‘horse.gen.sg’ (espe-
cially in Western dialects, cf. Zalizniak 1985: 182–188);

ii. the transition of consonant-final root verbs (i.e. verbs lacking both a suffix
and a thematic vowel) from c to b, e.g. rós, roslá, róslo, rósli ‘(he, she, it,
they) grew’ → rós, roslá, rosló, roslí;

iii. levelling within the paradigm of a verb, i.e. the tendency to make stress
immobile, e.g. kríču ‘(I) cry’ shifts to kričú in conformity with kričíš’
‘(you.sg) cry’, kričít ‘(he, she, it) cries’, kričím ‘(we) cry’, kričíte ‘(you.pl)
cry’, kričát ‘(they) cry’;

iv. levelling across paradigms of morphologically related verbs, e.g. prodat’
‘sell’ tends to conform with dat’ ‘give’.

None of these changes has exerted a single definitive influence on verbal para-
digms. They were all operative to a certain extent at different times and in differ-
ent regional varieties, which has led to the patterns observed in Modern Russian.
For instance, a form like prodalá ‘(she) sold’ might have been influenced by the
other three past tense forms pródal ‘(he) sold’, pródalo ‘(it) sold’, pródali ‘(they)
sold’, as well as the corresponding participles pródan ‘(he) is sold’, pródano ‘(it)
is sold’, etc., which would favor analogous initial stress, i.e. pródala; it might also
have undergone stress definalization, which would yield penultimate stress, i.e.
prodála; or it might have retained the old stress, i.e. prodalá. These multidirec-
tional developments yield the present-day situation in (1), an obviously compli-
cated pattern, where all the possibilities outlined above are found. It can also be
said that different verbs proceeded along the path of accentual shift with unequal
rates, cf. Zalizniak (2015). It is not surprising that no complete and detailed
account of these changes taking into consideration the full body of Old Russian
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manuscript evidence has been compiled yet, nor are we in possession of a com-
plete description of all the sociolinguistic subtleties of synchronic variation.

3. Observations on stress variation in past tense forms

3.1 Parameters of variation

As mentioned above, regional, educational, social, and stylistic factors are at play
in stress variation in Russian. The same is true of past tense verbal forms.

The past tense forms in question are commonly believed to be subject to
regional variation, although the nature of this variation is not properly under-
stood; any thorough studies of it are absent, to the best of our knowledge. A recent
treatise on the history of Russian stress (Zalizniak 2014) gives some information
about the variation observed in accentuated manuscripts from the 16th century.
Line 9 on the map below (reprinted from Zalizniak 2014:97) marks the border
between initial stress in m.sg, n.sg, and pl forms (pródal ‘he sold’, pródalo ‘it sold’,
pródali ‘they sold’ to the east of the line) and peninitial stress (prodál ‘he sold’, pro-
dálo ‘it sold’, prodáli ‘they sold’ to the west of the line) in the 16th century. We see
here that the innovative peninitial pattern, cf. Old Russian pró-da-l-ŭ, pro-da-l-á,
pró-da-l-o, pró-da-l-i in (10) above, germinated in the Western dialects of Pskov,
Smolensk, etc. and then, presumably, gradually spread to the east, contributing to
the rise of variation evidenced in Modern Russian today.

The mapping of these isoglosses onto the present-day geosocial variation is
again far from clear. First and foremost, this circumstance stems from the fact that
we deal with spoken discourse in one case and with written sources belonging to
a centuries-old scribal tradition in the other, where many interfering factors are
at play. Another reason, to mention just a couple, is the sociolinguistic history of
Modern Standard Russian, which has arisen as a blend of Church Slavonic and
regional varieties of spoken Russian and thus combines many traits coming from
different linguistic systems (Uspenskij 1994).

Another parameter of variation is assumed to be linked to speakers’ age, but
the main source of information about it are Russian pronouncing dictionaries,
where judgements are based mostly on the expertise of the authors: cf. new in (1)
above “óbnjalo, obnjálo and acceptable new obnjaló” (Kalenčuk et al. 2012: 451).
Again, studies of age / generational verbal stress variation in Modern Standard
Russian are not available.

There is also an effect of educational attainment, since educated speakers are
more likely to follow the advice of prescriptive sources. This effect is closely linked
to variation across different speech styles, which is observed as well, as more for-
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Map 1. Initial (to the east of line 9) vs. peninitial (to the west of line 9) stress in past tense
forms of the verb prodati ‘to sell’; reprinted from Zalizniak (2014: 97)
© LRC Publishing House

mal conditions impose stricter limitations upon speakers and call for more self-
control and reflection linked to the need to follow prescriptive guidelines.

Yet on a par with extrinsically-governed variability (i.e. conditioned by age,
education level, style, register, etc.), one can also observe instances of context-
dependent intra-speaker variation in Russian stress placement. In what follows,
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we claim that regularities derived from linear context of forms with unstable stress
are there to be found.

3.2 The Rhythmic Hypothesis

In this section, we put forward a claim that for Standard and, maybe, for other
varieties of Modern Russian the following hypothesis holds true:

(13) Rhythmic Hypothesis
Stress placement in Russian word forms with variable stress is at least partially
determined by the immediate linear context. The optimal surface representa-
tion is in accord with the Principle of Rhythmic Alternation.

What is known today as the Principle of Rhythmic Alternation was formulated as
early as in the works of Sweet (1887: 92) and Jespersen (1909: 156), see also Selkirk
(1984: 52), Nespor and Vogel (1989: 69, 82), Schlüter (2005: 17–42), among others.
In this paper, we adhere to the formulation close to that in Schlüter (2015: 179) and
repeat it in (14).

(14) Principle of Rhythmic Alternation
There is a fundamental tendency in the organisation of speech encouraging
the alternation of stressed and unstressed syllables.

Russian has been classified as a stress-timed language (Auer and Uhmann 1988),
so rhythm sensitivity should seem quite natural. Yet this classification is neither
crucial nor necessary for us here, since, as shown by Nespor and Vogel (1989: 111),
“in both types of language [syllable and stress-timed] the ideal rhythmic pattern is
one in which stressed syllables are separated to some extent, and when the deriva-
tion of a sentence leads to an inadequate distance between stresses certain rules
apply to remedy the situation.”

The Rhythmic Hypothesis (RH) is almost impossible to falsify in its general
form given in (13), hence narrower formulations are needed. In the present paper,
we are focusing on Russian past tense verbal forms, so first we narrow the hypoth-
esis down to them. It is also often assumed that rhythmic alternations occur more
willingly “in closely-knit units” (Schlüter 2005:30). Under most current syntac-
tic analyses, the “closest” element to the verb is in many respects its direct object
(see, for instance, Mateu 2014). For this reason, we narrow the hypothesis further
down to direct objects and arrive at RH′ in (15). In theory, this hypothesis could be
testable for other languages with lexical stress variation of the kind, but we would
like to abstain from this discussion for now.

(15) RH′
In sequences consisting of a (transitive) past tense verbal form followed by its
direct object, a configuration like …σ́σ# σ́σ…, where the first word is one of the
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verbs in question, is more likely to occur than …σσ́# σ́σ…; similarly, …σσ́#
σσ́… is more likely than …σ́σ# σσ́…8

In Section 4, we present the data from various sources collected to test RH′.

4. Data, experiment, and analysis

4.1 Corpora as sources for studying context-dependent variation

It is probably most tempting to test RH′ with the methods of corpus linguistics,
since corpora provide more or less naturally produced data (see also Schlüter
2005: 43–50). In fact, there are a few spoken corpora of Russian, but they turn
out to be unsuitable for our purposes. For instance, Spokencorpora (www.spoken
corpora.ru) contains only 34k tokens, which makes it simply too small to study
specific forms of 1.5% of verbs from the lexicon (see 1.2).

The major resource for the study of Russian is the Russian National Corpus
(www.ruscorpora.ru). Its spoken subcorpus contains 11.3m tokens from various
sources, but despite its large size it still has certain drawbacks. First, it is a very
heterogeneous corpus: it contains transcripts from older monographs on spo-
ken Russian, texts collected and provided by various Russian universities, movie
scripts, etc. Second, it lacks uniform metadata, which makes it difficult to study
sociolinguistic parameters of either inter- or intra-speaker variation. Third, lexical
stress is marked only in a small proportion of transcriptions (the sound is not pro-
vided). For these reasons, the only possible use of this corpus is to check whether
variation in a given word form exists. However, the counts of occurrence for most
word forms are so low that there is no chance of discovering any patterns behind
the variation. For example, here are the counts for a selection of past tense forms
in the Spoken subcorpus with movie scripts excluded:9

8. Other word classes, as well as other relevant types of context, remain for further investi-
gation: polysyllabic DO’s like σσσ́…, σσσσ́…, etc.; constituents other than DO’s; borders of
phonological / intonational phrases; sentence-final position.

9. We took this decision because movie scripts cannot be regarded as spontaneous speech
(which is especially true of most Soviet-era movies). The total size of the corpus without movie
scripts is 7.8m tokens at the time of writing.
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(16) a. podobrálas’× 1 (50%) ~ podobralás’ × 1 (50%) ‘(she) got nearer’;
b. zánjalsja ×5 (33%) ~ zanjálsja× 3 (20%) ~ zanjalsjá×7 (47%) ‘(he) occu-

pied himself ’
c. pródal×7 (50%) ~ prodál×7 (50%) ‘(he) sold’
d. óbnjal×5 (71%) ~ obnjál × 2 (29%) ‘(he) hugged’
e. príbyli× 28 (97%) ~ pribýli× 1 (3%) ‘(they) arrived’

In total, there are 117 forms of 70 verbs (31 m.sg, 37 f.sg, 15 n.sg, 34 pl) that exhibit
at least some variation. It is clear from the examples above that the results are
informative to different degrees (cf. podobralas’ ‘(she) got nearer’ occurring twice
and zanjalsja ‘(he) occupied himself ’ occurring 15 times). The presence of vari-
ation in the corpus proves that some variation exists, but its absence cannot be
used as a significant index, since many word forms are represented by one or two
tokens only. Thus, the number of examples is too small to study variation in detail.

A valuable resource for studying stress variation is the Poetic subcorpus of the
Russian National Corpus (see Piperski and Kukhto 2016), but it is more suitable
for the study of diachronic changes from the 18th to the 20th century rather than
for the analysis of synchronic variation in Modern Russian, not to mention the
fact that syllabo-tonic (accentual-syllabic) poetry is certainly organised in accord
with the Principle of Rhythmic Alternation and can only be used to establish the
existence of stress variation in some forms.

This short overview of resources shows that there is no corpus directly suit-
able for the study of stress variation at present. For this reason, in order to test the
applicability of RH′ to Standard Modern Russian we had to run an experiment.

4.2 Experiment

4.2.1 Stimuli
For our experiment, we chose two word forms: prodal ‘(he) sold’ and obnjal ‘(he)
hugged’. These verbs both originally had mobile stress (cf. Example (10) above
where the past tense subparadigm of Old Russian prodati > prodat’ ‘to sell’ is
shown; obŭjati > obnjat’ ‘to hug’ followed the same pattern) and had undergone
the changes described in Section 2, which led to the emergence of stress variation.
The distribution of variants evidenced in the Spoken subcorpus of the Russian
National Corpus is given in (16), Section 4.1.

We had to restrain ourselves to two forms for the reasons mentioned above:
the social implications of stress placement are often discussed in the media and
are fairly well recognised by Russian speakers. A long production experiment
could attract too much attention to the forms in question, which could tamper the
results. The forms prodal and obnjal are frequent enough not to attract too much
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attention if they are encountered multiple times during an experiment session,
their frequencies in the Spoken subcorpus of the Russian National Corpus being
13.5 instances per million (ipm) and 2.9 ipm, respectively.

4.2.2 Null hypothesis
The choice of the two forms prodal and obnjal, briefly explained in 4.2.1, gives us
the following null hypothesis derived from RH′ to be tested in the experiment:

(17) H0
Stress placement in prodal/obnjal is independent of the position of stress in
the immediately following direct object.10

If H0 is correct, then we have to observe no rhythmic influence on stress place-
ment in our test forms, and the distribution of variants with different stress place-
ment has to be random across contexts with initially and non-initially stressed
following word. In any other case, the distribution is expected to be meaningful,
and we further expect to find a preference for …σ́σ# σ́σ… and …σσ́# σσ́… over
…σσ́# σ́σ… and …σ́σ# σσ́…

4.2.3 Design
We decided to resort to a reading task to more easily control the occurrence of the
forms under scrutiny. Certainly, this could have influenced the linguistic behav-
iour of our subjects, since reading is a more formal context than, for example,
spoken dialogue, but we tried to distract our subjects from the forms that were of
interest to us (and from the subtleties of stress placement). The task that we pre-
sented is given in (18) together with an English translation (originally, all instruc-
tions were given in Russian).

(18) Please read aloud the sentences below opening the brackets.
Example:
U Miti v komnate živut 2 (popugaj) →
at Mitya in room live 2 parrot
U Miti v komnate živut dva popugaja
at Mitya in room live two parrot.gen.pl
‘There are 2 (parrot) living in Mitya’s room → There are 2 parrots living in
Mitya’s room.’

10. We additionally tested the immediately preceding context, and the corresponding null
hypothesis is parallel to H0: stress placement in prodal / obnjal is independent of the position of
stress in the immediately preceding word.
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Opening the brackets was a “red herring” task: it served to distract the partici-
pants from the real objective of the experiment. They were supposed to believe
that they have to think about the morphology and provide grammatically correct
forms of the bracketed words, which had nothing to do with variable stress. In
total, the participants had to read aloud 18 sentences:

(19) 1. Dima vernulsja domoj, uvidev, čto na (ulica) idët dožd’.
‘Dima returned home when he noticed that it was raining outside.’

2. Anton prodal braslet, kotoryj dostalsja emu v nasledstvo ot (babushka).
‘Anton sold the bracelet that he inherited from his grandmother.’

3. …

The participants were presented with 4 sentences containing the verbal form pro-
dal ‘(he) sold’, 2 sentences containing the form obnjal ‘(he) hugged’, and 12 filler
sentences. For both verbs, the right context was controlled: prodal ‘(he) sold’
occurred twice before an initially-stressed direct object in the accusative with ini-
tial stress (dáču ‘dacha’, knígu ‘book’) and twice before an object stressed on the
second syllable (braslét ‘bracelet’, portrét ‘portrait’); obnjal ‘(he) hugged’ occurred
before an initially-stressed direct object (Ánju ‘Anya (proper name)’) and before
an object stressed on the second syllable (sestrú ‘sister’). For prodal ‘(he) sold’, the
left context was also controlled: it included disyllabic proper names with stress
either on the first (Pétja, Fё́dor) or on the second syllable (Antón, Andréj).

4.2.4 Participants
We collected responses from N0 = 87 participants, all coming from Moscow. At the
end of the experiment, all subjects were asked whether they guessed its purpose. 11
of them (13%) admitted to have understood the true objective, and for this reason
their results were excluded from consideration.11 Thus, we were left with N= 76
responses. Out of these 76 participants, 29 were male (38%) and 47 female (62%).
Their mean age was 27 years old (min= 11 y.o., max= 75 y.o.). We also collected
information about their educational attainment (28% complete higher education,
52% incomplete higher education, 11% complete secondary education, 9% incom-
plete secondary education). However, none of the sociolinguistic variables turned
out to be important with respect to the observed variation.

11. We used no further verification to find out whether our subjects got the idea behind the
experiment, though some might have payed attention to stress placement in verbs while pro-
cessing morphology. Still, since the morphological task was not always straightforward, we
believe this scenario to be unlikely.
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4.3 Results and discussion

The overall variability turned out to be quite substantial:

Table 2. Prodal ‘(he) sold’ and obnjal ‘(he) hugged’: Overall variation
Form Stress on the 1st syllable Stress on the 2nd syllable Total

prodal       67 (44%)       85 (56%)       152 (100%)

obnjal      167 (55%)      137 (45%)       304 (100%)

Total 234 222 456

As for stress assignment with different types of DO, it turned out that the
influence of the DO is significant in the case of prodal ‘(he) sold’. In Tables 3 to
6, we present raw counts, percentages and the results of a two-sample proportion
test in order to assess the difference between rows.12

Table 3. The frequencies of pródal and prodál ‘(he) sold’ depending on the stress of DO
(two-sample proportion test: χ2 = 5.315, p= 0.021)

prodal
Stress on the 1st

syllable
Stress on the 2nd

syllable Total

dáču ‘dacha’, knígu ‘book’       94 (62%)       58 (38%) 152
(100%)

braslét ‘bracelet’, portrét
‘portrait’

      73 (48%)       79 (52%) 152
(100%)

Total 167 137 304

The result did not turn out to be significant at the conventional 0.05 level
with obnjal ‘(he) hugged’, even though this might be due to the fact that this word
occurred only twice in the experimental set:

Table 4. The frequencies of óbnjal and obnjál ‘(he) hugged’ depending on the stress of
DO (two-sample proportion test: χ2 = 2.699, p= 0.102)
obnjal Stress on the 1st syllable Stress on the 2nd syllable Total

Ánju ‘Anya’      39 (51%)      37 (49%)        76 (100%)

sestrú ‘sister’      28 (37%)      48 (63%)        76 (100%)

Total 67 85 152

12. Actually, this test is not perfectly suited for our purposes, since there is more than one
observation coming from the same participant. Obviously, one could use more sophisticated
statistical techniques in order to analyse our data; however, we consciously decided to keep the
statistical machinery as simple as possible for presentational purposes.
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However, when the two verbs are analysed cumulatively, the dependence of
their stress on the stress of the direct object comes to light quite clearly:

Table 5. The frequencies of pródal and óbnjal vs. prodál and obnjál depending on the
stress of DO (two-sample proportion test: χ2 = 8.436, p= 0.004)
prodal, obnjal Stress on the 1st syllable Stress on the 2nd syllable Total

DO: σ́σ      133 (58%)       95 (42%)       228 (100%)

DO: σσ́      101 (44%)      127 (56%)       228 (100%)

Total 234 222 456

The left-hand context turns out to be irrelevant, as shown in Table 6 for pro-
dal, where the left-hand context was controlled for:

Table 6. The frequencies of pródal and prodál ‘(he) sold’ depending on the stress of the
subject (two-sample proportion test: χ2 = 0.053, p= 0.818)

prodal
Stress on the 1st

syllable
Stress on the 2nd

syllable Total

Pétja ‘Petya’, Fë́dor ‘Fyodor’       82 (54%)       70 (46%) 152
(100%)

Antón ‘Anton’, Andréj
‘Andrey’

      85 (56%)       67 (44%) 152
(100%)

Total 167 137 304

If RH′ holds true, this should influence not only the overall pool of variation,
but also the choice of stress in those participants who exhibit intra-speaker vari-
ation. The number of such participants turned out to be quite high: 35 out of 76
people (46%) had stress variation in at least one of the verbs.

As for obnjal ‘(he) hugged’, which occurred twice, there are two possible pat-
terns of intra-speaker variation in our experiment:

(20) obnjál sestrú ~ óbnjal Ánju 16 (73%)
óbnjal sestrú ~ obnjál Ánju  6 (27%)

These results clearly conform to RH′: the pattern obnjál sestrú ~ óbnjal Ánju with
alternating stresses is predominant.

The situation with prodal ‘(he) sold’ is more difficult to analyse because we
have four instances of this verb from each of our participants. Nevertheless, the
results are even more convincing. There are three participants with the distribu-
tion ideally conforming to RH′:

(21) pródal ×2 (dáču, knígu) ~ prodál ×2 (braslét, portrét) 3
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No other types of pródal ×2 ~ prodál× 2 variation other than this distribution are
attested. There are 17 more respondents with a 3:1 ratio of responses:

(22) pródal ×3 ~ prodál×1 10 (59%)
pródal ×1 ~ prodál×3  7 (41%)

If we assume that the respondents with a pródal× 3 ~ prodál× 1 or pródal ×1 ~
prodál ×3 type of variation have a dominant variant and a deviating one, we can
check where the deviation occurs. In 16 out of 17 cases (94%), the deviation con-
forms to RH′ (for instance, a person who normally says prodál is likely deviate
from this pronunciation before dáču, saying pródal dáču with alternating
stresses). This also suggests that we evidence the prevalence of the tendency for
rhythm to alternate in our data.

We are fully aware of the limitations of our experiment. Two verbal forms
are definitely not enough to make strong claims, and we have not taken into
account regional variation (since all our participants come from Moscow). How-
ever, our experimental data do confirm that there are statistical tendencies con-
forming to the Rhythmic Hypothesis (13) in its narrower RH′ formulation (15). It
holds true for at least some verbal forms and for direct objects immediately fol-
lowing the verb. We hope to refine and enrich this preliminary study with more
data in the future.

5. Implications for the phonological interpretation of stress variation

Again, much more detail and further investigation is needed before we can arrive
at an integral phonological analysis of variation in Modern Russian stress or,
indeed, the rhythmic structure of Russian. We pull away from this discussion for
the time being, but comment on some implications that the case described above
provides for the analysis of stress variability in a language with a lexical stress sys-
tem like Russian.

If we assume a division of storage and computation, as is quite common for
most present-day phonological theories, we are left with at least four logically pos-
sible ways to look at such stress variation:

(23) a. No information about stress is stored in the lexicon for these forms; the
assignment of stress takes place at later stages of computation.

b. The information about stress is stored in the lexicon; a single form is
marked for stress only once; considerations of rhythm can override
underlying accent marks and replace surface stress (à la Liberman, Prince
1977 et seq.).
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c. The information about stress is stored in the lexicon; a single form is
marked for stress more than once; all surplus marks are deleted or over-
ridden in the phonology (à la Gussenhoven 1991 for English).

d. The information about stress is stored in the lexicon; there are several
competing forms, each carrying a single stress mark; at later stages of
spell-out, the most “appropriate” one is chosen.

The four possibilities are summarised below in Table 7.

Table 7. The four possible ways to analyse stress variation in past tense verbal forms in
Modern Standard Russian

Type
Number of
forms

Number of stress
marks

Operations with stress
marks

Choosing the best
form

a. single none insertion no

b. single single movement no

c. single multiple deletion no

d. multiple single none yes

However, all of these options face some problems, which we outline below.
In the case of (23a), where accent marks are not present in the lexicon, the

problem is that there appear to be speakers, as discussed in the previous section,
who tend to have a default stress position for variable forms and deviate from it
under the pressure of rhythmic considerations. This would be similar to analyses
of Old Russian involving words with no underlying accents, which were assigned
the default initial stress, the so-called enclinomena, that have been proposed in
the literature (Jakobson 1963; Zalizniak 1985; among others). We could assume
for Modern Russian as well that default stress assignment in words with variable
surface stress is governed by phonological factors and does not involve under-
lying accent marks. However, those phonological factors would then have to be
different for speakers who prefer stem-initial vs. stem-final stress in such words,
going against the evidence of stem-final default stress in Modern Russian (see
Crosswhite et al. 2003; but also Lavitskaya and Kabak 2014) in the former case.
An additional prediction that this type of approach makes and that remains to be
tested is that, in the absence of underlying accent marks in some words, the pat-
tern of variability should be similar across the paradigm, e.g. forms like prodala,
prodalo, and prodali should behave in the same way.

If we assume that there is one underlying form with one accent mark, like in
(23b), the question of how to determine the syllable that should bear it immedi-
ately arises. Should we rely on historical data, stating that in prodal, for example,
the stress is underlyingly initial like in Old Russian (10), despite the fact that there
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are speakers for whom prodál would be the basic variant? Or should we do it with
the help of statistical data? Then the choice is more or less obvious for a 95% : 5%
distribution, but less so with a 55% : 45% distribution. We could say that for some
speakers the underlying stress is /pródal/, whereas for others it is /prodál/. Since
both types of speakers appear to be sensitive to the considerations of rhythm, for
some the crucial constraint facilitating alternating rhythm would be clash avoid-
ance (speakers with the underlying /prodál/), whereas for others it would be lapse
avoidance (speakers with /pródal/), and both constraints would have to be active.
Whether it is possible to falsify this divide between speakers empirically is a ques-
tion for further research.

The option in (23d) is similar to the one in (23b) in that it assumes forms
with a single underlying stress on the stem (potentially, in theories that assume
richness of the base, these two options сould be indistinguishable). The difference
here is that for speakers who show variation in surface stress placement, we
could postulate two (or perhaps, sometimes more) competing forms with differ-
ent stress positions in the lexicon. The form that is allowed to surface is, again,
chosen by the considerations of rhythm. In essence, this choice between vari-
ants of the stem with different positions of stress would be similar to more famil-
iar cases of phonologically conditioned allomorphy. Additionally, in both (23d)
and (23b), we would also have to allow some form of gradience to accommodate
sequences like prodál knígu for speakers with variation. Again, it remains to be
seen whether this option can be distinguished from (23b) by some actual evi-
dence, and the details remain to be fully fleshed out.

Under (23c) with multiple accent marks, we would have to make a novel
assumption (for the literature on Russian) that morphemes can have more than
one underlying accent. We would also seem to face a problem of footing if we
assume a foot-based approach to Russian stress. For example, in Gussenhoven’s
(1991) analysis of English, which employs accent deletion, only foot heads can be
marked with accents (*). It is usually assumed after Halle and Vergnaud (1987)
that in Russian only the stressed and the pretonic syllables constitute a foot (the
foot is analysed as an iamb by some, see Halle and Vergnaud 1987; Melvold 1990;
Crosswhite 2000; or as a trochee by others, see Revithiadou 1999; Lavitskaya and
Kabak 2014), all other syllables being unfooted. Under this assumption, a disyl-
labic form can never comprise two feet and hence cannot have two stresses. A
potential solution could be to abandon the assumption that stresses correspond
to foot heads (see, for instance, Iosad 2013), but we leave this discussion for some
other time.

To sum up this discussion, further data collection and analysis is clearly
required to produce a more detailed approach to forms with variable stress place-
ment. A fuller investigation of different forms with variable stress might as well
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indicate that different words demonstrate different behaviour in this respect,
which would call for an analysis combining some of the possibilities outlined
above. This kind of study as well as further elaboration of the conditions of stress
variability we leave for the future.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have introduced new data on lexical stress in Modern Standard
Russian. We have shown that for some word classes, namely for past tense verbal
forms, not only is there sociolinguistic variation in stress placement (though
its precise nature is not fully understood), but also context-dependent variation
within the speech of a given speaker. We claim that this variation is largely due
to the considerations of rhythm and put forward the Rhythmic Hypothesis. In its
narrow form, RH′ (15), the hypothesis says that where a past tense verbal form is
followed by its direct object, there is a statistical tendency to harmonise the sur-
face stress in the verbal form with the Principle of Rhythmic Alternation (Selkirk
1984; Schlüter 2015; among many others). We put this hypothesis to an empiri-
cal test with recourse to experimental data and show that it holds true for at least
some verbs.

Many unresolved questions remain. How do different verbs behave in differ-
ent conditions? Is there place in Russian for effects similar to the findings of Kelly
and Bock (1988), who contend that typical syntactic contexts predispose lexical
classes – not single forms – to certain stress patterns in English? Might this be
the mechanism of congealing stress patterns in a paradigm? What is the sociolin-
guistic distribution of speakers with variable stress and different variants of fixed
stress? We hope to investigate these and other questions in the days to come, but
now we have to leave them aside.

Nevertheless, it is clear that the variation of stress in Russian past tense verbal
forms is instructive in many aspects. Not only can we see how considerations of
rhythm influence stress in a system like Russian, but we see as well how accentual
variation springs up via the spread of innovative forms and their partial introduc-
tion into the system. Provided a closer analysis, this case can also prove a test case
for phonological theories of variation.
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